We propose a substitution cipher using transcendental numbers which is not susceptible to the usual frequency attack.
Introduction
We recall some basic facts from number theory.
Definition1.1
An algebraic number is a number x which satisfies an equation of the type 
It is a well known result from number theory that the set of all algebraic numbers are countable. The uncountable set R of real numbers is the union of the set of all real algebraic numbers and the set of all real transcendental numbers. From the preceding result it follows that the set of all real transcendental numbers is uncountable. Therefore almost all real numbers are transcendental numbers. However 
A substitution cipher using transcendental numbers
It is well known that the decimal expansion of any transcendental number is non-terminating. For example consider the transcendental number  . The decimal expansion of  is known for more than 1000 million places of decimals and is known as the mountain of  . We use this mountain of  in the encryption of messages. One can use any other transcendental number for which the mountain is available! Assume that Bob is encrypting a message with the mountain of  . In this encryption, the Key  is the position of the decimal place of  which is used to begin the encryption. The number at th  place, say n is used to substitute the beginning letter of the plaintext by shifting the alphabet by n units(mod 26). Afterwards the process is continued with the next integer and the next alphabet in the plaintext and so on, till the entire message is encrypted. The encrypted message also carries the time and the name of the sender in encrypted form. This encrypted and authenticated message is sent to Alice for decryption. Even after being informed that we have used a substitution cipher for encryption, Alice could not decrypt the message using the usual frequency test. So Bob sends the Key   ,  through a secure channel to Alice for decryption which indicates that the transcendental number used is  and  is the position of the decimal expansion, where the encryption process has begun. Once the Key  is known to Alice, she can easily decrypt the message sent by Bob. Alice can reply to Bob using the key
where  is the length of the message sent by Bob. This way they can contact each other continuously. Bob never uses the key  more than once for encryption and this Key  is not known to any outsider. Hence an Eve cannot pretend as Alice and send a message to Bob without him noticing it. This process of Encryption/Decryption can be continued for a long time as we have the mountain of  .
One can raise the level of security further by using two transcendental numbers one for encryption and the other for decryption and the key is chosen as before. This process is quite secure, simple and can be implemented easily. We believe that this can be used effectively in sending cryptotexts through mobile phones (Mobile Cryptography).
Illustration with small parameter
We illustrate the process with an example. Suppose the plaintext is "I bought a new red shirt for Diwali", and the key is   ,3
 . Then the Cryptotext is "JGXWMMWFVNDAHFVPMXVLSUGQZCSR". In this case 3, 28   and 31
 
and the encryption key of Alice is 31. Alice can choose a key for encryption with Bob's knowledge in many ways. For example Alice can choose the decimal place where the numeral one occurs again in the expansion. We also note that even if  is made public it is difficult to determine  as the probability of guessing  from the mountain of  is close to zero.
